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Abstract 

 
The Time-Of-Flight Diffraction (TOFD) technique is rapidly gaining importance as a stand-alone inspection 
technique. TOFD technique is an advanced ultrasonic technique that fulfills the need for reliable inspections. TOFD 
is routinely used in a wide range of applications such as inspection of piping and pressure vessels. The principle of 
TOFD technique is based on mapping of the position of the edges of defects. This is in contrast with conventional 
ultrasonic, which relies on the amplitude of specula reflections received from defects. Defect’s length can be readily 
measured by subtraction of the depth of lower and higher edges. Like any other technique, TOFD also has its 
limitations. In this investigation, this technique has been applied to thick sections (>15 mm). This paper discusses 
the application of finite element method to simulate the ultrasonic time-of-flight diffraction technique in a two-
dimensional geometry. The finite element package ABAQUS was used to model the propagation of ultrasonic 
waves. This study helps in the design and setup of TOFD testing measurements. Especially when dealing with thin 
sections and complex geometry, the findings of this study are viable. The simulated results were compared with 
experimental observations, and found to be in good agreement with each other. 
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1-Introduction 

A major method in quality control of products and joints is using non-destructive testing techniques. In this regard, 

inspection of parts to detect their defects takes place without leaving any impact on the final performance of piece 

being tested. Ultrasonic testing is one of most popular methods in NDT. This is due to its capability of detecting 

defects effectively in industrial parts and particularly in weldment of oil and gas pipelines. 

In ultrasonic testing, waves with high frequency enter the piece and through observing waves behavior inside that 

piece, defects are diagnosed and detected. Most UT methods are based on the reflection of waves, up on which by 

receiving the echoes, defects are measured. All this is done in light of amplitude of waves.  

Need for more precise measurement in UT caused the technique of time of flight diffraction (TOFD) in 1974 at 

Harwell laboratory in England to be formed. This procedure is based on the diffraction phenomenon, thus does not 

depend on direction and location of the defect. As a result, measurement of defect by this method depends on precise 

measurement of time of flight diffraction and deflection from both ends of the crack. 

Baskaran, et.al, [1] used TOFD procedure in which lateral waves were used to study the possibility of precision in 

the measurement of near surface defects. Krishnamurthy.et.al, [5] used TOFD to diagnose and measure 

perpendicular cracks in welds with complex geometry. Obtained results indicate capability of TOFD procedure in 

detection and measurement of defects in different geometrical shapes of parts. 

In light of complexity of governing equations in ultrasonic waves in cases where system geometry was also intricate 

and materials properties were changing, using analytical equations to analyze propagation of waves would be 

cumbersome and solvable through numerical methods. In order to learn ultrasonic waves, their behavior and 

parameters affecting them, lots of different numerical methods have been used to solve equations of propagating 

waves. Baskaran, et.al, [1] modeled TOFD by using finite element method. They utilized ANSYS, commercial 

computer software to model propagation of ultrasonic waves in 2-D geometry. 

Main objective of this study was to simulate TOFD procedure via using ABAQUS computer software. In solving 

transient dynamic problems in ABAQUS, two methods of analysis are used. These methods are explicit and implicit. 

Explicit methods in ABAQUS were used to analyze dynamic phenomenon which having high frequency with 

relatively short dynamic response times. To use implicit method on the other hand, needs much more calculations. 

Method used here is explicit in which by using it, better understanding toward behaviour of ultrasonic waves in en 

countering defects and diffraction phenomenon would be achieved. On the basis of available literature, design of 

ultrasonic TOFD in parts, particularly in thin pieces, would be conceivable with higher precision. 

 

2- Principle of TOFD  

Major difference between TOFD and other ultrasonic methods is the fact that in it, only diffracted energies from tips 

of crack are scrutinized. In this method, two angled probes with wide –band waves act as transmitter and receiver. 

Main reason for this is to cover entire area of a crack under ultrasonic waves. As a result, by scanning the test piece 

once, all ingredients of it would be inspected. Since this technique works on the basis of showing diffracted signals 

from tips of defect, exact measurement of the defect as well as its location and direction is possible. When 

transmitted ultrasonic wave hits the defect, as shown in Figure1, tips of the defect act as source for re propagation of 

ultrasonic wave in vast amplitudes of angles. These weak signals known as diffracted waves have no connection to 

location and direction to or even the type of defect. Thus, by increasing the time of reaching the receiver probe, these 

signals can indicate where exactly defect is located. Considering Figure 1, in TOFD technique, regardless of re-

conditioned waves, there are four types of known waves. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure1-Schematic diagram of TOFD technique [2] 

 

First signal received by the receiver is the one travelling shortest distance, near surface (NS) or lateral wave is this 

signal. Last signal received on the other hand is the one reflected from the lower surface known as back wall (BW). 

Between these two signals, two diffracted waves can be recognized causing sudden increase in the signals amplitude. 

First diffracted one is from the upper tips of the crack and second one is from the lower tip. 

If distance between two probes was known and also time of arrival of diffracted signals was measured, then depth of 

the crack could be measured. Typically, in this method, measurements are done by scanning the pieces surface 

through probes located at a known distance from each other. Then, received signals become digitally stored. Waves 

being recorded with known distance from sensors are usually named A-scan. Horizontal axis measures time and 

vertical axis is used to measure amplitude (Figure2). By moving probes along part’s surface, several A-scans could 

be recorded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2- Schematic diagram of A-scan [2] 

 

 

 

3-Testing a notched piece by TOFD 

Here conducting test on a steel piece having a notch on its surface is discussed. Two probes with 45 degree angle 

and 4 (MHz) frequencies were used. Figure 3, depicts placing of probes and their connection to the oscilloscope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3-Apparatus used in TOFD test 

 

 



In this test, a steel block having 300mm�31mm�37mm dimensions was used. A defect having 0.1mm width and 14mm 

length was made on its surface through electro deposition machining (EDM) technique in order to measure the notch 

by TOFD; two probes were located 38mm apart and symmetric with respect to the notch. Test results and signal 

analysis are shown in Table1. 

 

 

 

 

Arriving time to receiver(s)  Type of signal  

8.3� ���� Diffracted signal  

12� ���� Back wall signal  

 

Table1- Measured signal from test 

 

 

4. Modeling TOFD by Finite Element Method  

As shown in Figure 4, TOFD technique is comprised of the followings: 

1- Two probes, one for transmitting and the other for receiving 

2- Two shoes, one for each 

3- A test piece containing a defect with predetermined size, location and direction 

 

 
 

Figure4- Elements of TOFD test [1]  

Probe shoe is made of Plexiglas. This device causes ultrasonic wave enter the piece in accordance with angles 

prescribed. Modeling of TOFD with shoes increases number of knots and time of calculation. On this end, it was 

considered to really avoid modeling of probe shoes. Hence, following presumptions were made prior to conduction 

of the procedure: 

1. Attenuation of all waves reaching the receiver is equal in the probe shoe. In other words, amplitude ratios 

are constant for with and without shoe. 

2. The transit time inside the probe shoe is equal to all waves reaching the receiver. In order to measure the 

defect size, time difference between defect echo and source echo would be considered, in which no 

difference is sensed due to having the shoe. 

3. Contact condition between shoe and test piece is such that simple refraction and other effects on these 

interface will be disregarded. 

Piezoelectric performance mechanism is done by imposing the stimulating transient pulse on the surface of the 

test piece. Pulse typically imposed in the modeling of ultrasonic is: 
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Stimulation signal for condition that central frequency of the probe is 4MHz and a pulse with 3 cycles is 

considered and is depicted in Figure 5. This force is imposed on knots located at the contact surfaces of probes 

and sample. 

 

Figure5- Force of 4 MHz and 3 work cycle for modeling of piezoelectric probe. 

Propagation of ultrasonic waves in the piece with predetermined angles of direction has occurred with time lag 

in the stimulation signal in different knots. This is called ultrasonic beam steering which is more common in the 

phased array ultrasonic procedure. In phased array, a number of transmitters are used that by separately 

stimulating each, with suitable time lag, the ultrasonic wave is co-directed. Figure 6, is general schematic of 

TOFD technique. In this model, test piece was modeled by using a number of knots and elements. Probes been 

modeled by inserting cosine signals on the piece’s surface. Effects of probe shoes with considering suitable time 

lag in forces exerted on surface knots have been modeled. 

 

(a)                                                       (b)      

Figure6- General Schematic of TOFD technique, a) Transmitting waves and b) Receiving waves [1]   

In light of trigonometric relations, Huygens principle and having angle of direction of ultrasonic wave in the 

material ("#	 time lag in adjacent elements (∆�	 would be calculated through followings: 

∆� 
 % sin "#( 																																																																																																		�2	 

Where, C is the velocity of ultrasonic wave in material and d is the distance between adjacent elements. In this 

investigation, a 2-D test piece with simple geometry and thickness of 31mm having a defect placed in it would be 
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considered. Material of this piece is steel with Young’s modulus of 210Gpa and density of 7800 Kg/m
3
. 

 

 

 

 

5. Results 

 

In modelling of the TOFD procedure, a steel piece having dimensions 300mm�31mm�37mm and a defect of 0.1mm 

width and 14mm length was simulated. Used probe had 45° angled and frequency of 4MHz. Figure 7 depicts 

diagrams related to the displacement u- in three time steps. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure7- Encountering waves and perpendicular defect in different steps, a) shear and longitudinal wave, 

b) Diffracted and Reflected wave, and c) Diffracted wave only 

 

As it is evident in Figure 7, by imposing stimulation on the surface of the piece, longitudinal waves inside it and 

lateral waves on its surface would be propagated. Longitudinal wave would be diffracted upon hitting the defect and 

will be reflected upon contacting the back wall. Also, it will impact the lateral waves as well. In the following 

figure, obtained A-scan, generated by simulation at distance 19mm from tip of the crack is shown. 



 
 

Figure8- Obtained signal from simulation 

 

Considering Figure 8, return time for reflected wave from the lower tip of defect in distance of 19mm, coincides 

with beginning of signal imposing. The time it takes is approximately 8 ./ and reflected time from the back wall is 

equal to 12.1./. Through calculation of longitudinal wave velocity by using modulus of elasticity of the piece, as 

well as Poisson’s ratio and density in the following equation, length of defect could be found by the software: 

 

(0 
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Now by using Pythagorean Theorem, length of defect could easily be found. 

∆< 
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In which, L is defect’s length and S is the distance between two probes. By placing values in the above relation, 

length of defect can be determined: 

2 � 1>? + �382 �? � 10�B 
 6020.18 � 8 � 10�C ⇒ > 
 14.8:: 

As it is evident, obtained value is equal to 14mm which was the real size of the defect and a very minute error is 

noticed. 

 

6-Conclusions 

 

In this investigation, TOFD technique and its simulation was described by using ABAQUS computer software. 

Modelling of this procedure was conducted for better understanding of wave propagation inside test piece and it’s 

diffraction from tip of crack. Moreover, for thin parts encountering difficulties when analysing their signals 

simulation technique could be used for signal analysis. Obtained results from analytical and experimental, as well as 

finite element method analysis were in very close agreements producing very little error. Consequently, this 

technique could be utilized for testing with a very high degree of reliability. 
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